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Background 
 Public meeting held in fall 2016 regarding the Truax Dam.

 Three alternatives reviewed at that time 1) Full Removal of dam 2)
Part Removal of dam and 3) Do nothing (leave as is)

 General support to complete Part Removal of the dam (Alternative
2).

 This alternative included removal of east side of dam, but retain
west side of dam with new gravel “beach area” on west side.

 Council subsequently approved Part Removal alternative (Winter,
2017)
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Background con’t. 
 Removal of the dam will provide the following benefits i) eliminate

barrier to fish passage ii) eliminate potential safety hazard iii)
improve public use and access at this location.

 As discussed in this presentation, dam removal should reduce the
chance of ice jamming in Brockton.

 This public meeting is being held to provide Brockton residents an
update on the project and answer any questions the public may
have on the project.

 As discussed later in this presentation, we anticipate a final
recommendation to award the dam removal contract will be made
to Council on April 9th, 2019.
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Current Status of Project  
 Final design of project largely completed over the last 12 months.

 Site survey was completed in late 2017, with drawings and
specifications completed over spring and summer of 2018.

 Contract to remove dam was tendered in the fall of 2018. Four
bids removed, with lowest price being $550,000 plus tax.

 Costs higher than expected in part due to i) cost to construct
temporary access road to west side of dam and ii) higher than
expected cost to remove old fish ladder system, fencing etc on
east side of dam

 Bruce Power is funding project as part of their fisheries offsetting
plan as part of their Fisheries Act Authorization with DFO.
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Current Status of Project con’t.

 At present time, still awaiting final permits from the Saugeen Valley
Conservation Authority and the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry. DFO approvals have been received.

 We anticipate final approvals from SVCA and the MNRF in the
near future.

 We anticipate recommending that Council award the contract to
the low bidder (Moorefield Excavating Ltd) once the above permits
are received and once final feedback is received from this public
meeting.
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Engineering Drawings

 The following drawings show existing dam conditions, drawings
showing step wise removal of the dam, and final conditions.

 The dam will be removed during low flow conditions in August and
September, 2019.

 The access pathway along the top of the adjacent flood control
berm will be closed during construction. The pathway along the
river just upstream of the dam will also be restricted during
construction.
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Low Flow Conditions

 The following pictures were taken on June 29, 2016.

 Based on Environment Canada flow gauge station, water flow on
this date was approximately 10 m³/s.

 At this low flow, all flow goes through the “notch” spillway.

 This compares to long term, river flow of about 35 m³/s.
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Recent Peak Flow Events – June, 2017

 Peak Flows are more common in winter and early spring, but flood
flows can happen any time of the year.

 The following photos were taken June 24, 2017, following up to 5”
of rain over night in southern part of Saugeen watershed.

 Flows peaked at approximately 380 m³/s.

 According to historic flow records, this flow rate is an approximate,
5 year return flood.
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Recent Peak Flow Events - Feb. 2018
 Heavy rain combined with snow melt produced flows of 475 m³/s

on February 21, 2018.

 According to historic flow records, this flood flow has a return
period of once every 10 to 25 years.

 Was the highest flood on record since 1977. With the existing dam,
there appears to be a real risk of flooding if the dam ever failed
during a large flood event.

 Compares to maximum flow recorded of 640 m³/s (on March 21,
1948), over period of record (1914 to 2018).

 Note that estimated, maximum flood flow (based on Hurricane
Hazel hurricane event) is 1,088 m³/s.
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Ice Formation and Storage
 Following pictures were taken between December 2017 and

February 1, 2018. Flows were relatively low (35 m³/s) on both
days.

 On December, 20, 2017, there was ice flows on the head pond
but river below the dam (in Logies Park) was 100% ice free.

 By early February, 2018 only minimal ice on headpond. Higher
flows between December 2017 and February 2018 appear to
have removed the accumulated ice. Highest flow in this period
about 130 m³/s.

 Analysis would indicate the head pond will freeze and form ice
when river flows are lower than about 40 cms. This occurs quite
frequently during cold winter periods.
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Ice Formation and Storage con’t

 Would appear that flows of 120 m³/s or more (estimate) are
sufficient to clear all ice from the dam head pond.

 River flow on February 6, 2019 was about 140 m³/s and likely
removed all ice from the head pond on that date.

 60 m of dam proposed to be fully removed. This will drain head
pond and prevent any ice storage above the dam.

 Removal of dam will minimize formation of “new” ice in long
upstream head pond. Ice floating down from above should float
though Town without accumulating.
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December 20, 2017 
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December 20, 2017 
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February 1, 2018 
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February 1, 2018 
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February 1, 2018 
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Conclusion 

 Thank you for attending this Public Meeting

We would be please to answer any questions.
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